Night Shift Manager
Preston
View this job online at:
https://www.managementjobstem.com/jobs/preston/night-shift-manager/j914428.html

Job Description
Acorn Recruitment is searching for a Night Shift Manager to

Salary
25,000 to 27,000

join our client, a busy warehouse and distribution company

Location

based in Preston, Lancashire.

Preston

In this challenging role, you will be working as part of the fast
paced, energetic and busy warehouse and distribution team,

Location Description
Preston

solely responsible for controlling the night shift and ensuring

Company

all customers varying SLAs are met.

Acorn Recruitment

Duties of the role include:

Posted By
Ms Christina Harris

* Controlling the night shift operation including the pick,
despatch, replenishment and packing operation.
* Manage the order profile to ensure that orders are picked

Date Posted
05/01/2021

and packed to ensure all customers varying SLAs are met.

Application Closing

* Manage replenishment process and ensure stock integrity

26/01/2021

processes are followed.
* Ensure site housekeeping is carried out regularly.

Job ID

* To train, develop and mentor staff to pick and pack

914428

customer orders accurately and securely. Addressing
performance issues and making recommendations.

Employer Reference
BBBH21766

The successful candidate will have previous experience in

Job Functions

warehouse operations as well as experience of leading teams

Distribution

to deliver the operational service required by demanding

Management

customers.

Supply Chain
Industries

Strong team player who is also capable of using initiative with

Logistics and Supply Chain

the ability to simultaneously perform multiple tasks.

Warehousing

Good IT skills are required and experience of SAP Business
One would be advantageous.
Pivot Steer & Counterbalance licenses would be preferred but
not essential.
Working hours are Sunday - Thursday 10pm - 6.30am (can be
flexible).
Salary up to £27k per year depending on experience to offer.
Acorn Recruitment acts as an employment agency for
permanent recruitment.
Skills & Experience
Night shift manager, warehouse, distribution, nights, preston,
lancashire

